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Wing Chun Martial Art
is Developing in Russia

Origin of the Martial Art
In 1720-1726 a Shaolin nun Ng Mui opened the secrets of Kung Fu to one of the
girls, Yimm Wing Chun, whose name signifies hope for the future. She became the
mother of a new style of martial art handed down from generation to generation.
About 200 years descendants of Wing Chun kept the family secret.
Then Wing Chun split into two branches one being developed in Hong Kong and
the other in Vietnam.
Vietnamese Wing Chun spread over several countries, including Australia and the
USA. Hong Kong sub-style differs the others by a more sportive method of training.
Among its followers was the famous actor Bruce Lee, holder of 3rd Dan.
Wing Chun can be characterized by agile punches, low kicks, close distance and
effectiveness. The Wing Chun fighter strikes straightforwardly without any twists.
He uses a unique method of sticking to the opponents hands and constant Nim
Tow control. Light touch of the opponents hand allows to read his thoughts and be
ahead by one step (strike). Nim Tow develops extraordinary sensitiveness of hands
and allows masters to fight blindfolded for a few minutes escaping strikes or parring
them.
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The method of binding the opponents hands together is also applicable. The Wing
Chun fighter briskly holds two hands of the opponent by one hand leaving the opponent no
chance to defend while his other hand delivers a punch. Similar grips are used in other
Kung Fu styles having their origin in Shaolin, but in Wing Chun this technique is the most
efficient and requires little force. Wing Chun kicks differ from those in karate or thekvondo.
These kicks are quick and straight. Leg blocking and warding the opponents legs off are
mostly elaborated. Combined attacks do not cease for a moment throughout a duel.
Concentration of strikes is so high that it seems that the fighters just beat indefatigably
each other forgetting about defense. In fact all strikes are blocked. Strikes and blocks are
performed simultaneously, often by one hand.
Combat Techniques
Wing Chun is an exclusive fighting
style; contests can be held with
significant restrictions as with aikido.
Barehanded fighting techniques are
offered alongside with various
weapons, half meter sticks (Dragon
Poles) and long knives (Dao Butterfly
Swords).
Use of weapons makes part of Wing
Chun training. Other important
courses include physical training and
respiratory gymnastics (Khi Cong).
This original respiratory gymnastics is
based on yoga and in large part
imitates it. Health-improving effect of
Khi Cong is beyond compare as
regards aerobics or shaping. Absolute
control over ones body, high
flexibility of joints, iron-strong
muscles withstanding heavy impact
loads, and healthy organism easily
sustaining physical and psychological
overloads, all remaining to the extreme
age  is Khi Cong.
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